VIRTUAL REALITY: INTENSIFYING EDUCATION IN THE TWENTYFIRST CENTURY

Immersive Learning Experience

Virtual reality (VR) is a widely used tool to enhance the engagement and experience of the students virtually by transferring the way educational content is delivered. It immerses the real or imagined world and allows students to interact with. Considering the influence VR may add an extra dimension to classrooms. VR is making a shift in education for two key reasons: affordability and available content.

This workshop will not only discuss how to adopt available content but how to create your own virtual media to enhance teaching and learning; VR technology to create medium and VR authoring, pros and cons of such technology will be discussed during the workshop.
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Leverage learning experience thru spherical video

- Allows user to control view
- Multiple user groups can get benefit
- Immersive learning experience
- Interactive play and watch
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